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P&A Projects was established in 2003, specialising in the complete design, 
development and manufacture of standard and specialist lighting 
equipment for the industry. 

With a wealth of industry knowledge, backed by in-house design expertise, 
we can provide solutions for all your lighting needs.

Over many years, we have successfully completed a diverse range of 
projects, in a variety of areas including retail; commercial; industrial; public 
sector & residential.

WHO WE ARE.



P&A projects offers an extensive lighting range for contemporary and 
modern architectural settings. We also offer a bespoke lighting service 
where our in house design and manufacturing team can work together 
with you, to create a tailored lighting solution. 

Within our portfolio there is a consistent level of brand quality and 
innovation, allowing us to package lighting solutions for all our clients, 
irrespective of the project variants.

INNOVATION BY DESIGN.



At P&A we understand sustainability is not a passing trend, that is going 
disappear overnight and nor should it. This is why we understand that we 
need live more harmoniously with nature, and lighting industry as a whole 
needs to reduce the impact and usage of raw materials we have on the 
planet.

This is why we are focusing on these key areas of business, that we feel  
can help improve the business as whole and achieve a more sustainable 
future:

• Mindful Design
• RE:Use it
• Materials
• Packaging

SUSTAINABILITY BY DESIGN.

Note: CGI images are intended for illustrative purposes only and should only be treated as general guidance. 
Disclaimer - P&A recommends  use of Faux plants with Subspace Planter version. Use of real plants will void warranty. 



At P&A we pride ourselves in providing innovative lighting solutions for our 
clients, using the very latest technology on the market, through our various 
partners, such as; tridonic, helvar, LEDIL optics, Casambi.

From Concept to Design, our highly skilled team have the facilities to 
develop, proof of concept prototypes, using our in-house 3D printer, 
production & testing facilities.

TECHNOLOGY.



At P&A we understand light is an essential element of life which influences 
architecture by defining volumes, visual appeal and textures. We want to 
go so much further, fostering sensations and emotions so that lighting 
becomes a dialogue between people and whatever happens in the 
spaces they inhabit.

This is why not only, do we design and develop luminaires, we can also 
produce lighting calculations, photometric data and thermal testing.

These in house capabilities combined with a vast knowledge in industry 
in producing designs from interior to exterior using industry RELUX lighting 
software, this allows us to showcase our products whilst ensure the design 
meets relevant standards.

“MORE AND MORE, SO IT SEEMS TO 
ME, THAT LIGHT IS THE BEAUTIFIER 
OF BUILDINGS.....”
 Frank Lloyd-Wright -Architect

LIGHTING DESIGN.



DISCOVER OUR PRODUCTS.
Please check out our extensive product range and what we have to offer.
www.pandaprojects.co.uk or scan below
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